Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites: 22-26 June
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories include:

- The Great Reset
- Coronavirus and 5G mind control
- Coronavirus and the surveillance state

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google, infolinks, acuity, ad supply, adform, criteo, amazon, xandr

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:

amazon.com
audible
ebay
Crest
Dell
Hotels Combined
wayfair
Squarespace
SEAT
T
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Columbia
Freshly
AstraZeneca
Opera
Lilienthal Berlin
BMA
BoConcept
Breakstone's
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
AstraZeneca ad delivered by Google
Do Masks Even Work? Can You Be Forced To Wear One? Dr. Kaufman Weighs In

By Spiro Skouras We are beginning to see more and more mask mandates being rolled out, which raises many questions. Does wearing a mask offer...
HOW TO CHECK IF YOUR IPHONE IS SECRETLY A CORONAVIRUS TRACKER

June 22, 2020
Audible, Oanda and Wayfair ads delivered by Google
The Rockefeller Foundation has presented the “National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan”, indicating the “pragmatic steps to reopen our workplaces and our communities”. However, it is not simply a matter of health measures as it appears from the title.

The Plan – that some of the most prestigious universities have contributed to (Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins and others) – envisions a real hierarchical and militarized social model.

At the top, the “Pandemic Testing Board (PTB), akin to the War Production Board that the United States created in World War II”. The Pandemic Testing Board would “consist of leaders from business, government and academia” (government representatives would not be in the first row, but finance and economic representatives being listed in order of importance).
The Coronavirus, Chemtrails and 5G Connection?
Crest ad, delivered by Crisp
GLOBALISTS REVEAL THAT THE "GREAT ECONOMIC RESET" IS COMING IN 2021

June 20, 2020
Dr. Diary (British Medical Association) ad delivered by Google

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AAB3cG9AAATw11bW2S1bGswZi0sMTMzdzdlGS31bGswbrWbCz0rX6s2laR0cHM6U9nb29s

Dr Diary  For consultants and SAS doctors
Track your activities, know your work patterns, steer your job plan

Compulsory Vaccination That Genetically Alters the Human Body ... No Longer a “Human Being”?

By Prof. Claudia von Werthof
Global Research, June 22, 2020

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=
Fauci Wants You To Remain Panicked: Demands Following Social Distancing Guidelines

The Washington Standard / June 20, 2020
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